Make Your Own Epic Pipe Cleaner

Super
Heroes!
www.SarahBerryDesigns.com

Supplies
3/4" wood bead for head
2 straws (paper or plastic)
3 pipe cleaners
2 "googly" eyes
Assorted Sharpie markers
Felt/fabric scraps
Scissors
Hot glue (or other preferred glue)
7 pony beads
String/yarn for girl hair (optional)
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instructionS
1.

Start with your wood bead, and in a color of your choice, draw a
simple "face mask" near the middle part of the bead (being sure
that the holes are on the "top" of the head.) Once that is drawn,
choose a hair color and draw that
on next. Glue two googly eyes on
over top of the drawn mask, then
draw a mouth! (If you want to make
a girl super hero, feel free to glue
yarn/string hair on the top of your
bead instead of drawing it on with
a marker!)

2.

Next, take your 3 pipe cleaners and twist them about 3 times in
the center. Once twisted, bend them so there are 2 "legs" at the
bottom.

3.

Next, slide 3 pony beads up the 2 "legs" at the bottom. Then,
cut your straws into 8, 1" pieces. Begin sliding 1 piece of straw
onto a leg, followed by a bead, then another straw piece.
Repeat for each of the "limbs" until you have what looks like 2
legs and 2 arms.

4.

Once you have all the straws and beads in place, bend the
remaining wire pieces into what will be hands and feet. I like to
secure each hand and foot with a dot of hot glue inside the
straw, adhering the pipe cleaner to the straw. (This is an
optional step, but I definitely recommend it!)

5.

You can now slide your head piece down both of the remaining
pipe cleaners at the top of your super hero. Once the head is
slid into place cut off the excess pipe cleaners and secure head
with another dot of glue.
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6.

7.

8.

Next, lay a scrap of your felt (or paper/fabric - whatever you
choose to use!), next to your super hero. Cut a piece into the
shape of a cape that is sized right for the height of your figure. I
added a letter on my cape, but you can leave it as-is, or add a
shape or letter of your choice!

Apply some hot glue across the top, underside of the cape, then
affix it to the back of your super hero on the arms.

You did it!! You now have a very COOL, very EPIC super hero
to show your friends!! Way-to-go, my friends!! Thank you for
trying this project, and please make sure you're following so you
can join us on future projects!
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